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ABSTRACT 

This Piper discusses flight syste.s develop.ent and test issues of the Air Force's F·16 
and A-10 Operational Flight Trainers (OFT) for flight controls, performance, and stability 
and control. Brief descriptions of the aircraft, si.ulators aftd their hardware, and flight 
systens soft.are are prese~~ted. The buic design d1ta bue ts described; si.ulator test 
techniques 1re presented; and sOMe of the .ore interesting flight systeM si.ulation test 
proble.s 1nd their resolutions 1re discussed., . Problbly the MOre blsic reason for Nny of 
the A-10OFT flight systeMs initial probleMS rilitts-to the MintNl fnvolve.ent u er 
pilots during data develop.ent anu flight system logic design operation. Conversely, e 
success of initi1l govern.en• flight stste.s testing of the F-16 OFT was aided by ear 
user pilot involve.ent in sy tem des iqn and operation. This Piper also contends th1t the 
greatest 1.aunt of transfer of tratni (si.ul1tor to 1ircraft) for flight systems opera
tion 1nd perforNnce is obt1i j 'with a design philosophy which replic1tes cockpit features, 
visu1l cues, and the perforNnce of the 1ctu1l 1ircraft. The Piper concludes with suggested 
future .ethods to improve simulation perforNnce 1nd test efficiency. 
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F-16A AIRCRAFT 

The F-16A is a single-engine, single seat mul
tirole tactical fighter with full air-to-air and 
air-to-ground ca.bat capabilities. It has 1 wing
span of 33 feet with wing tip Missiles and an 
overall length of 49.5 feet. With full internal 
fuel, full 1.-unition and two AIM-9 •issiles, the 
gross weight of the aircraft is approxi .. tely 
23,500 pounds. The maxi.u. gross landing weight 
is 27,500 pounds and the -.xi.u. gross t1keoff 
weight is 35,000 pounds, which pe~its the car
riage of al.ast 11,000 pounds of externtl stores. 
The F-16A aircraft is powered by the F100.PW-100 
turbofan engine, which is in the 25,000 pound 
thrust class. The fuselage is char1cterized by a 
l1rge bubble canopy 1nd an underslung engine 1ir 
inlet. The wing tail surf1ces are thin 1nd fe•
ture .aderate aft sweep ( 400). The wing ts a NACA 
64AZ04 1irfoil which h1s leeding edge fl1ps th1t 
1re deflected IUtOMatically to enh1nce perfor-.nce 
over a wide speed r1nge. Fl1per0fts are MOunted on 
the tratling edge of the wing 1nd ca.bine the 
functions of f11ps 1nd ailerons. The hortzontll 
stlbilizers hiVe 1 s .. ll ••unt of 1nhedr1l (100) 
1nd provide pitch 1nd roll control through differ
entill deflection. The verticil t1tl, au91eftted 
by twin ventr1l fins, provides direction~l stlbil
ity. The pri•ary flight control syste. is 1 full 
fly-by-wire syst• which does not use Mechanical 
ltlllt1ges or control c1bles between the cockpit 1nd 
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the control surf1ces. his systems provides three
axis flight Pith control through the u~e of a side 
stick controller 1nd rudder ped1ls. 

Fig 1 F-16A Aircrlft 

F-16 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT TRAINER 

The F-16 Oper1tional Flight Trainer (OFT) is 
currently nearing the end of 1 four-yeu production 
progr•• and is being inst1lled 1t various training 
sites throughout the United St1tes, Europe, and 
Asi1. The F-16 OFT is designed 1nd built by the 
Singer-Link Corporation in Binghl.ton, New York 
1nd is intended to provide pilots with flight 
tr1ining that ts directly transferr1ble to the F-16 
1ircr1ft. Through the use of the tr1iner, experi
ence c1n be g1ined in the oper1tion1l use of 1ll 
aircr1ft syste.s. Pilots 1re 1ble to pr1ctice 
t1ctic1l Missions, both 1ir-to-1ir 1nd lir-to
ground, with 111 possible we1pon lo1dings. EMer
gency procedures c1n s1fely be pr1cticed 1nd the 
tr1iner c1n be •flown• to the li•tts of the 1ir
cr1ft's flight envelope to provide incre1sed con
fidence and surviv1bility. 

TRAINER HARDWARE 

ewuutton Sxste.. The current F-16 OFT 
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consists of a cu.putattonal syste. which cu.prtses 
a cOMplex of hardware units and structured soft
ware progra-s (Fig 2). The main co.puter consists 
of a central Nord-10/s 16 bit processor expanded 
four 32 bit Nord-SO processors. The Nord-10/s 
provides central control and supervision for all 
systeM 1/0 and progra• execution. The Nord-SO 
processors are dedicated to st.ulatton syste. pro
cessing under control of the central Nord-10/s. 
The Nord-SO processors run tn parallel. each con
tributing an untnterrupttble one-fourth of the 
total Nord-10/SO cu.puttng power. Additionally. 
two Link-developed linear function interpolators 
(LFis) are used to provide the aerody~tc data 
for flight handling characteristics of the trainer . 
Other hardware includes two disc drives. one a 
backup for the other. a Night Only Cllltgraphtc 
Image Generation (NOCIG) visual syste.. signal 
conversion equipment (SCE). an actual F-16 Delco 
Magic 362F Fire Control Cu.puter (FCC). a •echano
receptor subsystem (MRCS) and a sander's display 
system driving three CRTs. a light pen and three 
keyboards at the F-16 OFT instructor station. 

Student Station. The cockpit of the si~lator 
is an exact replica of an F-16 aircraft cockpit. 
It includes actual aircraft hardware for tte.s 
such as the side stick controller. the Head-Up Dis
play (HUD). the Radar/Electro-Optic (RDR/EO) sys
ten and the Fire Control Navigation Panel (FCNP) . 

All motion is simulated with 1 ~r.hanorecptor 
cueing system (MRCS) consisting of 300 reclined 
g-seat. anti-g sutt. and a seat shaker. Unlike 
previous st~lators. there ts no hydraulic control 
loading because. just as in the aircraft. the siM
ulator enploys a fly-by-wire flight control systeM 
which interacts via signals fr~ the stick and rud
der pedals' force transducers through the signal 
conversion equipment directly to the flight control 
system software model to provide all necessary 
flight dynaMics. Realistic aircraft and environ
mental sounds are reproduced by an aural cue sys
tem. 
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F-16A Trainer Si.ulator 

On several. but not all. trainers a Wight Vis
ual Syst .. (WVS) provides visual cu s for the pi
lot to fly take-offs. approaches. bftdh•gs. air-to-

ground weapons delivery. air-to-air intercepts. and 
and liMited air refueling. It e.ploys a conven
tional beamsplttter CRT display with an instantan
eous field of view (FOV) of ±22.60 horizontally and 
+130 and -150 vertically. 

Instructor Operating Statton. Finally. all of 
this ts orches trated at the instructor Operating 
Statton (lOS). Designed to be operated by one in
structor. the lOS includes three 21 inch alpha
numeric CRT displays w;th a light pen. a radar/EO 
repeater with controls. selected flight avionics 
(repeater). a NYS repeater. functional keyboards. a 
three-axis joystick. and a cOMMuntcatton systeM. 
Each CRT can provide real-tt•e tnfonaatton of cock
pit conditions. system malfunctions. instrument/ 
navigation procedures. threats. or weapon delivery 
results. 

FLIGHT SOFTWAR ~ 

The software ts organized into modules which 
interact tn a real-time simulation envtronaent 
(Fig 3). The majority of the software ts written 
tn FORTRAN with some assembler language for better 
efficiency. 

Each .adule ts SMall (i.e .• 100 to 200 state
Ments) and has a well defined function such as 
MOdule FSOO. Drag Coefficient. The Drag Coeffi
cient Module calculates the total drag force 
coefficient due to aerodynaMics including the baste 
aircraft and any perturbations froa the clean con
figuration. The output of this MOdule and several 
other aero coefficient MOdules tnterracts with the 
atMosphere MOdule and equations of Motion MOdule to 
provide the flight dynaMics for the siMulator. 
Other MOdules are similarly grouped to provide en
gine dynamics. navigation. and weapons delivery 
siMulation. 

Ftg 3 Software Organization 

~IMIILATQR DEVELOPMffi 

O.Ce the contract is let for the si.ulator. a 
large effort is spent tn gathering data (Fig 4). 
Usu.lly. sufficient data does not exist or there 
are a-ltes in the data. S.. e .. ples for the 
F-16 OfT ..... : insufficiettt F-100 engine data, 
i~plete non linear rudder aftd flaperon effects. 
aftd incorrect aeroelastic IIOdeltng equations. Ad
ditiOMl data •st tMn be generahd to cover votds • 
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This is expettshe and tt• cons•tng. Once the 
data base ts correlated, a softwre IIOdel ts gelt
erated, debugged and refined. 

As soon as possible during develo,.ent, highly 
qualtfted ptlot(s) should be brought tn to perforM 
a ~tfted functional check fltght of thest.ulator 
tn order to tdenttfy any deficiencies tn the flight 
regt•. This was done with the F-16 OfT with ex
cellent results. 

Fig 4 Simulator Develo,.ent 

Once Full Scale Develo,.ent (FSD) and Quality 
Control (QC) checks are ca.plete, extensiveinplant 
acceptance tests with unit pilots begtn. Several 
halts will probably occur as technical proble.s 
arise and are cleared by the contractor. If all 
goes well, the si.ulator passes several critical 
tests and is shipped to the appropriate training 
base. If all does not go well, then one or .are 
technical deficiencies exist. If the deffcfency 
fs •fnor and does not effect trafnfng tt wfll 
probably be waived for shf,.ent and fixed prior to 
the ready for trafnfng date (RFT). If the defi
ciency fs major then ft .ust be corrected fnplant. 
For the F-16 OFT follow-on sf.ulators, retesting 
consisted of condensed testing of the necessary 
areas to ensure a co.plete and accurate systeM. 

TEST PROC EDUR ES 

In order to evaluate the ca.plete F-16 OFTsys
telll over 4,000 pages of Acceptance Test Procedures 
(ATP) were written and incorporated fnto ten vol
..es. One of these vol..es, vol..e seven, con
tained the perfo~nce evaluation tests. It con
sisted of: weight and balance checks, at.osphere 
checks, speed power tests, engine perfo~nce, and 
both static and dyna•tc flight characteristics. 

Weight and balance tests were rather straight
forward readouts of gross wet ghts. centers-of
gravity, and .a.ents of tnertta for several F-16 
configurations. Sf•flarly, the at.osphertc checks ., 

evaluated proper te.perature lapse rates, air
speeds and Nth n..-,.rs for standard (+1SOC) and 
nonstandard days (-200C, +40°C) and also checked 
for correct wind, turbulence, and gust effects. 

The Speed Power tests provided the first de
tailed c~rtson of the perforNnce of the st.u
lator wtth that of the aircraft. These tests con
sisted of level accelerattons/decelerations,rates
of-clt~. and tt .. s-to-clt~. The level accelera
tion tests were run at several fixed altitudes 
fro. sea level to 50,000 feet at NXf.,. and 111t1 t
tory power settings. These tests are highly depen
dent upon an accurate engine .odel for thrust and 
tnlet re• drag, and an equally accurate .adel for 
at rcraft drag. The rate-of-elf~ (RIC) tests were 
run differently tn the OFT than tn the aircraft. 
RIC curves were generated for three different 
gross weights at sea level, 10,000 feet, and 
30,000 feet. The trainer was then evaluated 
against them by freezing the altitude and allowing 
the ptlot to vary the true airspeed by changing 
the pttch attitude. Thrust was kept constant at 
etther11tlitaryor IIIX1IIIUII power settings and gross 
weight was Nfntained by freezing the total fuel. 
These tests beca .. .ore difficult at the higher 
altitudes and gross weights due to tts sensitivity 
to airspeed and pttch changes tn thts regt ... The 
tt.e-to-clt~ test.s were 110re dyna111tc and, there
fore, st11tlar to those tn the aircraft. T.o tests 
were run, one in111tlttarypower and one tn .. xi
power. Both were run f~ sea level but tt•ing 
was not started until the trainer passed 10,000 
feet tn order to allow the pilot to stabilize his 
elf~ attitude. The pilot initially .. tntained a 
constant at rspeed ( 400 Kl AS for 11i 1 i tary power; 550 
KIAS for Nxi.u. power) until rt~chtng 0.9 Nth 
(•il power) or 1.5 Nth ( .. x power) and then held 
constant Nth until coapletion of the test. Again, 
as tn the R/C tests, it beca .. difficult to •atch 
the data at the high altitudes priNrtly due to 
lower thrust available, pitch sensitivity, and 
pilot technique. Longitudinal .. neuvering flight 
characteristics were evaluated using constant air
speed fixed altitude wind-up turns to 7 g's to de
terMine control surface variations with load fac
tor. Several gross weights and configuration were 
analyzed at 10,000 and 30,000 feet. As the angle 
of bank and the g.loads increased ..ost pilots had 
difficulty 1111fntaintng Nth number/airspeed even 
with altitude frozen. Repetition i.,roved the 
pilot's ability and the test results. Longitudinal 
tri• checks were also Nde for various configura
tion changes such as gear, flaps, and speed brakes 
extension and retraction. Lateral tri• checks 
were perfor-.d by steady-state sideslips tn which 
the pilot maintained a wings level sideslip of 
constant rudder pedal force. The rudder pedal 
force was varied up to full rudder deflection for 
each of several airspeeds, altitudes, and config
urations. Results for sideslip angle ( ), rudder 
deflection, and differential flaperon were then 
ca.pared with the aircraft data. Lateral tri• was 
~iso checked for as~trical loads. 

Oyna•ic stability flight characteristics were 
evaluated by ffrst cQ~P~ring the longitu~tnal short 
period dyna.ics with those of the aircraft. A 
strtp chart recorder was used to record longitudi
nal stick force, stabilator position, pitch rate 
and attitude, angle of attack, and load factor 
whtle the auto.atic test features of the coaputer 
were used to input a pitch force doublet. Tests 



were run at three basic configurations, three dif
ferent altitudes and several airspeeds. SiMilar 
procedures were used to evaluate the roll MOde. 
Again the autOMatic test feature was used with the 
strip chart recording roll force, differential 
flaperon, roll rate. a~ roll attitude. Fra~ these 
tests. ti.es to roll 90 • 1800 and 360P for several 
airspeeds. weights, and configurations were ca.
pared with flight test data. Finally, the Dutch 
Roll MOde was investigated using a rudder doublet 
(autOMatic function) and recording rudder pedal 
force, rudder deflection. yaw rate. roll attitude, 
sideslip angle, lateral acceleration, roll rate 
and differential flaperon. 

Tests were also perforMed to evaluate 1-g 
stalls and take-off and landing perforMance. The 
last test perforMed was an overall pilot evalua
tion of the entire flight envelopP.. This was per
forMed by a highly qualified F-16 flight test pi
lot whose cOMMents were used to further iMprove 
the siMUlator data base. 

TEST RESULTS/PROBL EM AREAS 

One technique which has provided Air Force en
gineers with insight into potential probleas in 
the flight handling area is to have the pilots 
"fly" siMple profiles during their first tiMe in 
the siMulator. This allowed discrepancies. which 
•ight not otherwise be evident, to surface. One 
such discrepancy was noted by several pilots. 
Their cOMMent was that the siMUlator required exces
sive force to "unstick" fra. the runway during ro
tation and lift-off. Contributing factors were a 
limited field of view visual systea which MIY not 
have provided sufficient cues for rotation and 
lift-off and a fixed-stick controller which the 
pilots were not accustOMed to using. The priMiry 
cause. however, was a non-linear load curve for 
the uin landing gear which was approxiMited by 
linear equations. Additional break points were 
required in order to "SMOOth" the curve to fit the 
actual aircraft perforMance. 

Another discrepancy was noted during the 
landing phase. Just prior to touchdown al.ast all 
pilots entered a rolling PTO (pilot induce oscil
lation) on their first landing in the siMUlator. 
This was also noted initially on the A-10 siMula
tor. As the ,_.ber of approaches and landings in
creased, the rolling tendency decreased to zero. 
The pri .. ry cause for this afpears to be a lack of 
visual cues n•r the terMina phase of the approach. 
The pilot then overcontrols the roll axis. As ex
perience grows, the pilots •team• to slow their 
roll inputs during this phase to effectively eli
Minate this probl ... 

As Mentioned previously, it was difficult to 
test the tiMe-to-cliMb above ~.000 feet due to its 
sensitivity to airspeed and pitch. Several itera
tions of this test were required before satisfac
tory results were achieved. In this case, the data 
was correct but the test procedures were difficult 
to follow. 

Perhaps the area of highest rtsk was in the 
soft.are develoPM~~t for the F-100 engine. The 
actual F-100 engine in the F-16 aircraft is opera
tional throughout a very broad flipt envelope with 
rapid changes in et~gine d-nds. In onler to prop
erly tlendle thts. a cycle analysts design approach 
•s used to IIOCiel the d,_ics of each engine 
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section. From the onset this effort was beset 
with probleMs ranging fraa missing data. especial
ly transient data. to personnel changes. Two 
years were required to perfect the engine siMula
tion. 

A second problem area of the engine develop
ment existed in the Back-up Controller (BUC) which 
provides the fuel flow rate to the engine 1n the 
event of failure of the priMary Unified Fuel Con
trol (UFC). Both har~re and softw1re problems 
occurred to haMper testing. Once the hardware was 
fixed. pilot cOMMents bec1111e very iMportant in 
isolating software probl .. s and additional data 
was then sought to correct them. 

A-lOA AIRCRAFT 

The A-10 aircraft is a single place close air 
support aircraft built by Fairchild Republic COM
pany. FarMingdale, New York. It ts powered by 
General Electric TF34-GE-100 engines having a Max
imum installed thrust of 9,000 pounds per engine. 
The maxiMum gross weight of the aircraft is 47.500 
pounds. The engine is 1 high bypass turbofan with 
a single fan rotor, fourteen stage cOMpressor and 
six turbine stages (See Fig 5). The aircraft has 
a length of 53.5 feet. a wing span of 57.5 feet. 
and a wing area of 405 square feet. The wing air
foil is an NACA 6716 inboard of the landing gear 
pods and an NACA 6713 outboard. The wing contains 
four panel. three position flaps. aileron and 
aileron tab surfaces. and eight pylon weapon sta
tions; three additional pylon stations are located 
on the fuselage. The ailerons consist of upper 
and lower panels which also function as speed
brakes when moved sYMMetrically. The .. pennage 
consists of twfn vertical rudders. a horizontal 
stabilizer, and elevators with elevator tab sur
faces. The horizontal stabilizer and vertical 
stabilizer are NACA 64A013 airfoils. The arma.ent 
syst .. includes a 4,000 round per 111inute JOlin 
seven barrel gun. The flight control syst1111 is 
designed to operate with single or dual hydraulics 
shut downi the latter case is called Manual Rever
sion. Without hydraulic power. roll control ~e
chanically transfers fra. aileron surface control 
to aileron tab control by ~~~tans of a roll tab 
shifter device near the control surfaces. Mechan
ical disconnect devices, in both the pitch and 
roll control axes, free the control stick to oper
ate in one of two separate paths in both pitch and 
roll in the event of a ~~~tehanical linkage j1111. 

---~~ 

Ftg 5 A-lOA Atrcraft 



A-lOA TRAINER SIMULATOR 

Reflectone, Inc., of T .. pa, Florida builds the 
A-lOA Operational Flight Trainer for the Air Force 
through an initial 1976 contract with the Si.ula
tor Systas Progr .. Office. The principal •tssion 
of this trainer is to provide the capability of 
procedures and proficiency training to pilots re
quired to fly the A-lOA aircraft in fulftll~nt of 
its •tsston to navigate, seek out and destroy 
ground targets. The trainer provides the ~~eans of 
developing proficiency in all phases of instru~t 
flight, including ground operations, takeoff, en
route navigation, holding, penetration, approach, 
and landing under both noNal and e.ergency con
ditions. The visual systa. perMits practice in 
no,.al and •ergency procedures under si•uhted 
night visual conditions. Experience will also be 
gained in selection and release procedures asso
ciated with the basic •~nt syst .. and si.ulat
ed electronic warfare (EW) equi.-ent. 

TRAINER HARDWARE 

The trainer hardware and floor layout are 
shown in Figure 6. The primary ca-puter capabil
ities consist of: Three Syste. Electronics Labo
ratory (SEL) 32/55 computers (Units 1), an MDEC 
Vital IV syst• consisting of a Varian IMage Gen
erator Processor and Visual Display Unit (Units 7 
and Z), an LSI-11 r.inica-put~r. aft of the cockpit 
station, for control loading .adeling (Unit 8). 
Additional hardware syste.s are the Instructor 
Statton (Unit 3), the Electronic Uarfare Si.ula
tion Cabinet and Console (Unit 4), Audio Cabinet 
System (Unit 5), and Hydraulic and Electrical 
Power Equipaent (Unit 6). 
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Fig 6 A-lOA Simulator Facility 

FLIGHT SOFTWARE 

The software is priMarily coded in Fortran 
with ~e asseably coding for the non-real-ti~ 
progr .. s. The trainer S/W systa. contains approx
i .. tely 300,000 lines of code of which all are 
disc stored. The flight control systa. for the 
A-10 trainer si.ulator is a digital control la.d
ing syst• (DCL) designed and built inhouse by 
Reflectone, Inc •• of T.apa, Florida. The DCL rep
resents a novel ~thod for si.ulating the control 
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syst•s of an aircraft. The traditional •ethod 
has been a syst m consisting of sensors,•echanics, 
hydraulics, drive electronics, and -adeling ties 
together wtth s~ 1/0 interface to 1 host CPU. 
In this design, the Modeling electronics (basical
ly an analog cOMputer) was replaced with a digital 
cOMputer. The control syst• -adeltng of the air
craft ts then performed by the digital ca-puter 
software. 1/0 interchange to the host SEL COIIput
er is now perfoNed by direct ..-ory address (DMA) 
exchanges between the LSI-11 digital control 
loader cOMputer and the host CPU. 
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Ftg 7 Digital Control Loading SubsysteM 

The propulsion module consists of approxi
mately 600 lines of Fortran code and ts executed 
at 10Hz with rectangular integration. Its primary 
outputs are net thrust and ram drag to the aero
dynamics module, fuel flow to the fuel systems 
module, and thrust and engine speed to an aural 
cue module. The flight module consists of approx
imately 550 lines of code and perforMs calcula
tions and su--.tion of all aerodynaMiC forces and 
m~nts acting at the aircraft center-of-gravity. 
These forces and 111011ents are a function of config
uration, control surfaces, engine thrust, angle of 
attack, sideslip, body angular rates, and environ
~tal conditions. The IIOdule data ts in approxi
Mately 60 percent tabular and 40 percent equation 
forM. The flight equations of MOtion are cOMputed 
at ZOHz using 1 rectangular integration scheme. 

_9ATA BASE 

The total system design data base is best 
appreciated by realizing that a top level docu.ent 
listing the design ·references contains over 500 
individual entries. Th~ flight systa.s list is 
3o-40 percent of the tot41 and includes f1 ight 
test reports frOM Fairchild Republic Aircraft and 
the Air Force Flight Test Center as well as air
craft technical orders, engineering reports and 
drawings. Additional goverfiMftt reports froM the 
Air Force's Tactical Air COMMend, Flight Dyn~Mics 
Laboratory, and ttu .. n Resources Laboratory wre 
also included in the design data base • 



The aerodynaMic and propulsion data base is 
currently a Mix of wind tunnel, flight test and 
data variants due to pilot evaluation. The basic 
set of data and equations are based upon a cruise 
configured A-lOA. Data changes due to configura
tion changes, external stores, power a~ hydraulic 
status are generally Modeled as incrf!lllental efhcts 
to the cruise configured aircraft. AerodynaMic 
effects due to buffet, ground effects, and asym
Metric controls and malfunctions are also ~eled. 
Wing stall conditions are computed on each wing 
side individually based on AOA and tip roll rate. 
Side force due to rudder and lift force due to ele
vator are modeled as geometric multipliers of yaw
ing moment due to rudder and pitching .oment due 
to elevator respectively. Reductions in lift and 
a nose down pitching mo.ent due to the absolute 
value of sideslip are also included. These values 
are 15 and 10 pounds of lift coefficient and pitch
ing moment respectively per degree of sideslip. 

The o~iginal a~rodynamic data S/W load was 
based almost exclusively upon wind tunnel data 
primarily obtained from 1/10 scale model tests of 
the A-10 in the NASA Langely 7x10 ft HST and the 
Ames 12 ft PWT. This data resulted in poor lift/ 
moment effects due to power induced flow particu
larly with secondary control surfaces, i.e., speed
brake and flap deflection. Wind tunnel roll con
trol effectiveness for the cruise configuration 
was also excessive but identified and documented 
during flight test. Much of the flight test deriv
atives identified in AFFTC-TR-77-1 were incorpo
rated into the simulator; however. these deriva
tives primarily addressed the low angle of attack 
regime in a cruise configuration. The side force 
due to aileron and normal force due to elevator 
were incorrect and not incorporated; the lateral 
accelerometer location had Qeen mislocated in the 
computer derivative extraction program resulting in 
the incorrect side force derivative; wing to ele
vator center-of-pressure geometric constraints for 
CL 0 comp~tation had also not been entered into the 
pru§ram. The point in mentioning these data dis
crepancies is that the A-10 aircraft program had a 
~uge aerodynamic data base with inaccuracies and 
conflicting data which required considerable effort 
to d~termine and delete in order to arrive at a 
data base acceptable for trainer simulation devel
opment . Although a huge data base existed, there 
were also considerable gaps that needed definition; 
some of these were: (1) external stores mass and 
inertial properties, and rack and pylon locations, 
(2) definition of control surface hinge moment 
characteristics relevant to cockpit control forces 
during Manual Reversion Flight (no hydraulics). 

T ST :-.ETHODS 

This will be described in a broad sense relat
ing to test effectiveness and efficiency. Air 
Force simulator acceptance testing has tradition
ally been very time constrained by comparison with 
aircraft testing. In this regard. test management 
coupled with test planning and sequencing along 
with test techniques and data were very critical 
to test accomplishMents. In reflection, insuffi
cient government involvement during contractor in
plant testing of the first article and an abbrevi
ated Test Readiness Evaluation prior to large scale 
start of gove....ent testing resulted in consider
able Misunderstanding between Air Force and the 
contractor during subsequent A-10 si~lator test
ing. Also, insufficient use was made of TAC/Test -

Pilots during contractor inplant testing• results 
during this period were also not sufficiently doc
umented or reMedied. In addition, si.ulation pe
culiar test procedures for det~ining syst .. per
formance were not sufficiently detailed to allow 
efficient and large scale official govern.ent test
ing. Detailed flight perforMance was attf!lllpted 
prior to a thorough computer systems operation 
checkout resulting In poor flight systf!lll test ef
ficiency. Many cOMputer halts and dropouts were 
encountered which hampered the flight perforMance 
evaluation. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

Calibrated force gages (load cells) were used 
by the government to calibrate S/W values for cock
pit control forces. ~ single eight pen strip r.hart 
recorder (SCR) w s used to provide a continuous 
record of flight perforMance and dynamics; a sec
ondary and some.hat unplanned evaluation fallout 
was its use in identifying sources of computer 
halts and interrupts. An X-Y-Y plotter was also 
used and was extremely useful in generating flight 
control gearing curves of force and position. The 
~otter graphically portrayed undesirable control 
force to position •ratcheting• associated with the 
digital control system implenentation. This ana
log test equipment was provided drive signals by a 
S/W routine containing 120 internal computer sig
nals; they were converted for display through DACs 
updated at 2Hz. Additional test display aids were 
the primary cockpit instruments repeated on the 
instructor console, i.e •• ADI, altimeter, VVI, air
speed. and HSI; these instruments were also re
peated graphically on Sanders CRT display pages 
along with engine parameter bar graphs. This in
formation was very helpful in communicating and 
understanding pilot evaluations and concerns. 
There were additional CRT display pages that were 
very helpful f~r the evaluation; a control param
eter page showing cockpit-control and surface po
sitions and a flight parameters page listing 
weight, configuration. airspeed. engine, environ
ment. and acceleration/rate/attitude response. 

J.EST TECHNIQU ES 

Procedures and test results for simulation 
qualification were contained in a document called 
the Acceptance Test Document. For flight systems 
testing this document contained a large assortment 
of flight test results primarily obtained from two 
preproduction A-lOA aircraft S/N 73-01665 and 73-
01667. (These flight test report results are ref
erences 1 and 2.) The test techniques used in 
simulation testing paralleled flight test tech
niques to a large degree. Flight and simulator 
sideslip were done with steady heading rather than 
wings level. For longitudinal and lateral-direc
tional dynamics, actua1 flight control surface 
signatures were duplicated and used to drive sim
ulator response. Freezing altitude duri1g Many of 
these tests reduced pilot workload and improv1 • 
data correlation; this could be done without 11 
fecting the calculation or display of velocity or 
attitude. Prior to these systen perforMance tests. 
lengthy tests had to be perforMed to validate the 
environMent, i.e., the atmospheric model, pressure 
sensitive instruMents, and weight and balance. 
One-G stalls were deterwined frOM SCR data of ltft 
coefficient, G"s and AOA. These AOA values corre
lated well with a .are easily observable VVI break 
on repeater instru.ents during one-G stalls. 



Mlneuvering stAbility and stAll pitch out were 
tested during windup turns at constAnt airspeed. 
Post-stAll gyrAtion, spin, and spin recovery were 
evAluAted against specific flight ti.e history 
signAtures. An atteapt to replicate stall/post
stAll f1 ight control inputs were done 111nually ..:ith 
a control input/stick box diagr.- and written ma
neuver descriptions. 

TEST PROBLEJIIS 

A nullber of perfot"'WWnce differences were ob
served during testing of the No. 1 simulator unit. 
As a consequence of this testing, approxt-.tely 
1,500 test discrepancies were identified, of which 
300 were against flight systeMs• of these, 40 per
cent were systen logic errors, the re..inder were 
systen performance errors ranging froM the 111nner 
in which rudder servo valves shutdown during A 
single channel SAS malfunction to the dyn.-ic re
sponse of the VVI. 

Attitude ChAnges. Slow yaw, pitch, and roll 
control attitude changes were observed on instru
ments and the visual system following a controls 
free, careful one-G trim setup. The ~tion drtft 
w.s caused by fluctuating surface control positions 
from the LSI-11 digital control lo.der into FFLIT~ 
the aerodynamics module, causing subsequent atti
tude chAnges. It was pri111aril y solved by creating 
a S/W statistical automatic fine tuning loop for 
the flight control system in pitch, roll, and yAw 
to account for smAll varying null positions due to 
the hArdware. This logic looks At stick and pedal 
velocity, and force over 64 sampling periods (less 
than one second at a sAmpling rate of 156Hz) then 
statistically averages the values and uses them as 
new and current biAs and null forces for servo
value commands. A secondary fix involved A sepa
rAte hold (clamp) circuit for the control surfAces 
to eliminate small signal disturbAnces. Stick 
position and stick rate, surface control and trim 
positions are used in the hold circuit logic. 
Wtten these positions and velocity signals are with
in a small magnitude level, a new current tri111 
position is used. 

Tracking/Strafing. The pilot control workload 
associated with capturing and uintaining the Head
Up-Display (HUD) gun cross on the tArget during 
acquisition and tracking was excessive by ca-pari
son with the aircraft worklo.d required. This WAS 
an early recognized deficiency of the simulator 
which was also one of the last probleK corrected• 
it was solved by deviating f~ design yaw stabil
ity au,.entAtion criteria. The design criteria 
called for an aileron to rudder interconnect (ARI) 
gain of .2 degrees of rudder per degree above 240 
knots along with a yaw rate washout circuit of 
four seconds (4s/4s+l). This SEL computer circuit 
was modified during pilot evaluAtion to a fixed 
value At all airspeeds of .B degrees per DPS for 
the ARI rate dAmper. This chAnge not only result
ed in clearing this discrepancy but Also Another 
charActerized by excessive y.w And roll during 
finAl lAnding apprOAch. This chA"'e appurs to be 
a situAtion where s011e undetected (negAtive) ctNr
Acteristfc of the simulAtor was corrected by An 
intentional deviation (negative) resultint in A 
(positive) Acceptable perfonaance result. Prior 
to uktng this chAnge, the visual brightness of the 
gun stnfing tArget was poor and was subsequently 
brightened. This visuAl change reduced pilot .art
load but was not of A sufficient nature to pre-

elude this yaw SAS change. 

Tate-Off Rotation Speeds. Two probleMs 
existed which, when recognized as being related, 
were both corrected with a single design chAnge. 
The first was the minimum rotation speed at take
off which wAs higher than the aircraft. The other 
probla was an excessive pitch down with a throttle 
chop (the Aircraft has negligible initial pitch 
change with throttle motion). A review of the 
software llodel engine line-of-thrust and design 
dAta showed thAt the pitching moMent associated 
with tailpipe curvAture (4.5 degrees up) hAd not 
been accounted for. Inclusion of this effect in 
the model solved both the higher rotation speed 
and the initial pitch up with a throttle chop. 
An added benefit was the reAdjustment of C1110 values 
bAck to 111gnitudes published fn flight test re
ports. Prior to recognition of the tailpipe cur
vature effect, the flight values of C.O had been 
considerably modified to correct trim elevator 
differences between the simulator And flight 
results. 

Pitch/Roll Sensitivit(. This problem still 
exists to s011e degree on t e simulator• it is an 
excessive attitude response for sull pitch and 
roll control inputs. Previous changes to the 
simulator have not corrected this issue: the 
aileron actuator model had been slowed down from 
a 50 millisecond first order lAg to a 120 milli
second lag• in addition, aileron control surfAce 
aerodynamic effectiveness was reduced for deflec
tions under five degrees. Design dAta (wind tunnel 
and flight test) were generally lacking-only show
ing roll effectiveness for much larger control 
deflections. 

Flight Test-SimulAtor Recommended Imprpvements 

In order to i111prove simulator quality and 
test effectiveness, we recOMmend the following 
improvements in the datA base: (1) Surface au
thorities and maximum rates relative to airlo.ds/ 
airspeed, (2) Identification of Any control sur
face effectiveness reduction for ~all deflections 
(e.g., 3 degrees), (3) Cockpit control trim ~tor 
transient characteristics relAtive to surface and 
stick ~tion (e.g., no. of clicks to full AUthor
tty}, (4) Flight control system damping and fre
quency characteristics for normAl and degraded 
hydraulic And electrical power operation, (5) Post 
stall dyna.ics And departure charActeristics, (6) 
Control response sensitivity for the powerapproach 
configurAtion, (7) flight test document expansion 
of written descriptions of Aircraft peculiAr char
acteristics even if the dAtA base does not fully 
explAin the phen011ena, (8) Identification of con
flicting dtta between 'viable sources (flight test 
vs. contrActor), and (9) Improved c~nication 
between the aircrAft test c~nity And the tnin
er simulation c~nity. 

TEST METHODS 

The following rec~ations are suggested 
in simulator and flight test •thods to iiiPf'Owe 
simulAtor efficiency and qyality: (1) eo.btne 
AOA and control surface trim deftnitton wit• speed 
~r test during aircraft fltght and stmulator 
testing. (2) Freeze stmulation altttude whtle 
allowing accelerations, veloctttes, and attttudes 
to ctN~~ge-to reduce pilot ...-tload durtng speed 
stabtltt1, IIIMUvertng stabtltt1 and fltght d1N .. 



ics tests, (3) Better describe how flight test 
configuration trim changes are perforMed (e.g., 
constant attitude, power, altitude). There is an 
inherent potential for si.ulation dynamic cue mts
~tch (e.g., visual, cockpit instru.ents, flight 
modules operating at dtfferentco.putational update 
rates) and fewer (than aircraft) cues available in 
a simulator. Because of this, additional cockpit 
instrUMntatton flight ch~tractertstics are re
quired. This cue data should be time tagged to 
normal aircraft response para.eters (e.g., a video 
ca~~era and recorder). We rec011111end a eye lie Bode 
frequency response test at fixed airspeeds. Flight 
test pilots should also •fly• the simulator as 
soon as possible to identify deficient areas. 

Rather than perform initial flight simulation 
testing in a segmented classical sense, we suggest 
that a few aircraft tests be performed specifically 
structured for simulation use. These tests would 
be c0111bined expanded functional check f1 ight com
plied with operational scenarios with a fully in
strumented aircraft containing pilot voice record
ing and a video recorder for instrument response 
information. This same test profile can then be 
flown on the simulator in the same manner again 
recording pilot comments and measuring simulator 
performance. A method of this nature would allow 
early identification of significant simulation 
flight system deficiencies. 

PLANNING METHODS 

Air Force acceptance of First Article Simula
tor Systems has been lengthy with unplanned exten
sions of test schedules because of the unantici· 
pated large number of serious Test Discrepancies. 
This problem can be minimized if certain concepts 
are e~phasized such as: (1) Providing briefings 
of system operation and flight characteristics to 
contractor personnel, (Z) Showing, and poss~bly 
demonstrating, the aircraft to contractor person
nel, (3) Identifying data base milestones within 
the contract, better organize the design docu.ents, 
especially their accuracy, currency, and COIIIplete
ness, (4) Assuming that additional aircraft flight 
data would be necessary for design, thereby dedi
cating some flight missions for si.ulation data 
purposes, (5) Developing a •prototype• flight 
station as a design tool-between the User pilots 
and design personnel-for early correction of sys· 
tem operation and flight perfon.ance problems. 

TRANSFER OF TRAINING 

The Air Force spends sizable su.s of money to 
replica aircraft sys_tas operation and displays, 
flight performance and dynamir.s, and corresponding 
notion and visual cues. Questions arise concern
ing the need for this large design and cost effort. 
The authors believe that high fidelity n tght per
formance and dynamics are necessary but not suffi
cient for high Transfer of Training. Some addi
tional and necessary factors are: (1) Training 
scenarios that reflect an operational mission, 
(Z) Induced psychological stress, and (3} Suffi
cient visual/motion cues appropriate for a task. 
If syst• training require.e~~ts are not clearly 
defined by the USER, or misunderstood by the pro
curing agency, a trainer can easily be developed 
with capabilities not totally suited for training. 
Both the A-10 and F-16 simulators have high fidel· 
ity flight perfon.ance afld weapons capabilities• 

however, a realistic ground attack or visual land
ing approaches can hardly be trained properly 
because of their single window visual systems. 
Without the possibility of an accident occurring, 
it's difficult to obtain appropriate stress and 
workload levels. Minor system performance errors 
can have large impacts to positive transfer of 
training for new students who tend more to gener
alize single issues into poor total system perfor
mance. Transfer of training for the Manual Rever
sion flight now for the A-10 is expected to beless 
than desirable at this time because force/feel 
characteristics for trim, configuration, and power 
changes do not sufficiently reflect the aircraft. 
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